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5G PPP Phase-I SESAME 

SESAME proposed the Cloud-Enabled Small Cell (CESC) concept, a new
multi-operator enabled Small Cell that integrates a virtualised execution
platform (i.e., the Light DC (Data Centre)) for deploying Virtual Network
Functions (NVFs), supporting powerful “self-x” management and
executing novel applications and services inside the access network
infrastructure. The Light DC features low-power processors and hardware
accelerators for time-critical operations and builds a high manageable
clustered edge computing infrastructure.
The key innovations proposed in the SESAME architecture focus on the
novel concepts of virtualizing Small Cell networks by leveraging the
paradigms of a multi-operator (multi-tenancy) enabling framework
coupled with an edge-based, virtualised execution environment.
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5G PPP Phase-II MATILDA

5G PPP Phase-I COHERENT

5G PPP Phase-II 5G CITY

Embedded Network Services
for 5G Experiences

5G PPP Phase-I SONATA 

5G PPP Phase-II 5G TANGO 

COHERENT project aimed to design, develop and showcase a novel
control framework for 5G heterogeneous mobile networks (HMN), which
leverages the proper abstraction of physical and MAC layer in the
network and a novel programmable control framework, to offer
operators a powerful means to dynamically and efficiently control
spectrum and radio network resources in their increasing complex HMNs.
To this aim, COHERENT proposed the proper abstraction of physical and 
MAC layer states, behaviors and functions to enable a centralised 
network view of the underlying radio networks. 

Comparison with 5G ESSENCE
In contrast to SESAME, the 5G ESSENCE platform is equipped with a two-tier
virtualised execution environment, materialised in the form of the Edge DC
that allows also the provision of MEC capabilities to the mobile operators for
enhancing the user experience and the agility in the service delivery.
It further extends the use of small cells in selected vertical applications.

Comparison with 5G ESSENCE
In 5G ESSENCE, the SDN approach of decoupling control and data plane
functions is “particularly suitable” to make global decisions across several
small cells. In COHERENT, the separation of control and data plane allows
the applications to programmatically “control” the heterogeneous mobile
networks, with lower complexity.
In 5G ESSENCE, the CESC Manager is the architectural component in charge
of managing and orchestrating the cloud environment of the Light DC, as
well as management of small cell functions. The controller within the
context of COHERENT is responsible for the cooperation and joint resource
allocation in heterogeneous RAN.
Regarding network slicing, in 5G ESSENCE, the small cells are virtualised 
and their utilisation is partitioned into logically isolated slices, offered to 
multiple operators/tenants. The network slices envisioned in COHERENT, 
span the whole protocol stack from the underlying (virtualised) hardware 
resources up to network services and applications running on top
of them. 

Comparison with 5G ESSENCE
In some areas, the goals of SONATA and 5G ESSENCE overlap. The service
platform, especially, share some commonalities. (For example, SONATA
provides a slice manager that is in charge of allocating network slices to
the services to optimise performance and according to their SLAs).
However, SONATA focuses very strongly on service abstraction and,
therefore, it works on a different (typically higher) level of abstraction
compared to ESSENCE. Furthermore, SONATA’s focus is very much on the
network side of things, to the point that orchestration on a system or data
centre level is mostly abstracted.
This is in contrast to 5G ESSENCE’s multi-tier model that encompasses
both network slicing and SD-RAN, as well as a two-tier cloud with an edge
DC comprising a main DC with server-strength machines and a light DC
with mostly resource-constrained machines at the edge of the network.
In SONATA, platforms can provide their own catalogues, leading to a level
of platform differentiation; however, 5G ESSENCE targets a much more
profound split that is reflected in the wide range of available resources,
both in terms of hardware (e.g., computation power) as well as network
connectivity.

SONATA’s main focus is on NFV and service creation and orchestration.
To facilitate these goals, a software development kit, the SONATA SDK, has
been proposed, comprising tools to support developers (editors, packaging
tools, debugging & testing tools, monitoring data analysis tools) as well as
so-called catalogues containing service components for reuse.
A developer can have their own private catalogues; furthermore,
catalogues are provided by the platform providers to be used on their
platform; finally, catalogues can be made available to the general public.
With the help of this multi-part SDK, the developer can create software to
be run on the SONATA service platform.

5G TANGO is a successor project to the aforementioned SONATA project.
As a successor, it shares a significant number of goals and approaches
with it, while extending the architecture in other areas.
For example, as in SONATA, 5G TANGO is based on the concept of an SDK
that interacts with the system platform, and the multi-stakeholder
scenario that goes hand in hand with that. Also, as in SONATA, there is a
strong focus on NFVs and the software to develop and orchestrate these.

Comparison with 5G ESSENCE
As an extension to the SONATA project, most of the remarks applying
to it also apply to 5G TANGO when it comes to the relationship to 5G
ESSENCE. The extensions of 5G TANGO to SONATA’s architecture are
mostly focused on creating an extensible validation & verification layer.
5G TANGO’s relevance to 5G ESSENCE lies for the most part in the fact
that they both target work on orchestration and management
architectures to support stakeholders in complex 5G scenarios. However,
5G ESSENCE focuses on multi-tier data centre scenarios and efficient
deployment in such infrastructure setups

MATILDA and 5G ESSENCE can be represented as complementary
projects.
While 5G ESSENCE deepens infrastructural aspects related to the physical
infrastructure and deployment, defining an architecture based on the
concepts of CESC, two-tier Edge DC, and focusing on a more efficient
utilisation of radio resources, MATILDA focuses on the development of
software for 5G-ready applications, as well as virtual and physical
network functions and network services.

5GCity’s main goal is to turn a city into a distributed, third party, and multi-
tenant edge infrastructure. It starts from the assumption that the open access
model, or neutral host, will come to play a key role in the deployment of 5G
networks, especially in urban scenarios where very dense Small Cell
deployments are required.
Since municipalities already own and manage the necessary infrastructure and
access to sites, they are considered in a privileged position to act as future 5G
neutral hosts.

 5G ESSENCE will “push” the single digital market further, paving the way for unified control through
virtualisation and programmability of multi-tenant small cells and services.

 5G ESSENCE is preparing to “address” many challenges by deploying high-density multi-service virtualised small
cell networks, offering several benefits.

 5G ESSENCE allows to scale up down the services and gives the opportunity to network operators and
Communication Service Providers (CSPs) to explore the optimum assembly of NFV modules in a way that can be
exploited in reducing service creation time.

 5G ESSENCE will greatly improve the capabilities of CSPs and service providers to add new revenue streams for
innovative services that have higher societal value and better QoE delivered from closer to the user.

Impact:

5G-PPP SESAME High level Architecture 

5G-PPP COHERENT Architecture 

Comparison with 5G ESSENCE
MATILDA’s main aim is to provide a novel holistic 5G end-to-end services
operational framework tackling the overall lifecycle of design,
development and orchestration of 5G-ready applications and 5G network
services over programmable infrastructure.
These are all topics from which the 5G ESSENCE framework can benefit,
empowering the 5G ESSENCE vision of a programmable and unified small
cell infrastructure that can be provided as-a-Service to all related
stakeholders, with the MATILDA approach related to SW development.
Another explicit MATILDA’s target is to enable the development of
network-aware applications and their deployment over dynamically
created network slices. The network-awareness concept presupposes the
presence of telemetry and analytics tools, just as expected by 5G ESSENCE
which includes in its architecture these functions as fundamental means
for efficiently managing the overall network.

Comparison with 5G ESSENCE
There are many common points between the vision of 5G ESSENCE and
5GCity: the proposition of an architecture implementing network sharing,
slicing and mobile edge computing capabilities; the concepts of network
softwarisation and virtualisation; the optimising of virtualisation technologies,
the multi-tenancy, multi-RAT and virtualisation technologies for the access
network. The 5GCity architecture integrates the Cloud and Edge concepts
through a three-tier architecture, consisting of DCs, MEC nodes and Small Cells.
First tier may be similar to 5G ESSENCE, but the second and third tier are
different. In addition, 5GCity does not provide the concept of CESC.
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